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SUOIhIARY

The characteristics and behavior of p+, p solar cells
were investigated. The li , p calls wore made by removal of
the n+ surface layer from n+, p, p+, I3SF cells followed by ap-
plication of a suitable contact to the resultant p+, p strue-
lures. The open-circuit voltage, VCC , of p+, p calls was
found to Increase with Increasing °fi ll built resistivity, The
measutbd Voo tomperature-coofflcicnts were positive and
Increased with Increasing resistivity. This behavior Is ex-
actly the opposite of that observed for conventional calls,
n +, p or p 	 structures. Furthermore, It was found that the
Vac value of a p+, p cell correlated directly with the Voo
value of the n+, p, p+ 11SF cell from which the p +, p coil was
made; that is, the higher the Voc of an n+

, P. p+ Coll, the
hie pr was the Voc of the fi+, p cell made from It. The re-
sults Indicate that the value of Voc and the unique behavior
of Voc of n , p, p++ calls result from the Voo at the ([rent,
n +, p, Junction being Influenced by a photovoltage generated
at the back, p+, p, Junction. The concept of majority carrier
collection Is proposed as a possible mechanism for genera-
tion of the photovoltago at tho back p +, p junction,

An ou:llne of prior limitations In solar call design is
presented, and the removal of those limitations through use
of BSF effects is pointed out.

The study of BSF effects has made feasible production
of very thin high efficiency silicon calls as well as high
roslstivlty-high efficiency cells, two desirable types of sili-
con calls which wore previously impossible to make,

INTRODUCTION

hleUeds for fabricating high resistivity thin silicon
solar cells Be that they have hitherto unattalnnble high open-
circuit voltage, Voc, and high short-circuit current, Ise,
were developed and disclosed (1). One of those methods has
been adapted to production of thin, high efficiency calls (2).
Theories have been advanced to explain tho high IBe (3) and
the high Voc (4) of the now type of cell, designated a Back
Surface Field, BSF, cell.

The study reported heroin Is part of a continuing effort
to determine the behavior of BSF cells and the influence of
fabrication processes and bulk material properties on such
behavior. This effort has two objectives; (a) the utilization
of BSF effects to create improved solar calls; (b) aiding the
formulation of a comprehensive theory for such effects.

The high value of IBe of thin BSF cells has been theo-
ratleally based upon the back surface field acting as an ef-
fective harrier to Dow of minority carriers from the bulk to

I

the back contact (3). The minority carrier barrier effect has
also boon used to explain the high Voc values of calls, no-
earning vary long minority carrier lifetimes exist In the cell
built (4). However, a prior study (0) allowed no correlation
existed between the blocking offoctiveness of the basic barrier
and tho value of Voo of cells; several 1011-om BSF cells with
highly effective barriers and goad Junctions had the same
value of Voc as conventional 30 0-cm calls. The study of the
photovoltaic pronurllas of the p +,p, back Junction of BSF
cells was undertaken to help resolve the factors giving rise
to the V0e characteristics of BSF cells.

Procedure

The p+, p calls studied wore fabricated from "parent"
n+, p, p+, BSF cells as shown In Fig, I. The back surfaces
of the BSP cells ware protected by uplezon and the top n+
surface atchod off. Following this, the metal contact to the
back p+ surface was removed with hydrochloric acid, leaving
a contactloss p+, p structure. A sliver-aluminum contact (0)
was then applied over the entire "p" surface. The silver-
aluminum makes a Inv resistance ohmic contact to vary hil,da
resistivity "p" type silicon, an Important consideration in the
study of high resistivity p+,p cells.

Evaluation consisted basically of measuring =it

 photovoltagos of various calls. Thee calls were
held by vacuum suction, "p" side down, on the surface of a
thick brass block. Water, kept at a constant temperature,
was rapidly circulated through the block so that the block
temperature always equalled the -&star temperature. A probe
contact was made to the top, p+, surface of the cells. A fab-
ricated contact to this surface Is not necessary for photovoltr
age measurement because It Is so heavily doped. Photovolt-
ages were measured upon Illuminating the p + surface of tho
cells with tungsten light, the intensity of which was main-
tained constant at a level normally used for meesuring the
performance of conventional calls. Measurements were
made at 20 0 C. Voc versus temperature measurements
were made by varying the circulating water temperature,

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Much higher photovoltages wore obtained from 100 fl-cm
bulk p+, p cells than from 10 0-cm p +, p calls, as shown In
Table 1, The data Indicate that the Voc of p+, p cells in-
creases with Increasing "p" bulk thickness and resistivity.
For valid comparisons, it Is therefore necessary to make
measurements on equally thick cells.

'Fable 11 allows that for equally thick 100 0-em p+, p
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calls, the value of Voc of a p
+, p cell correlates directly

Willi the value of Voc of Its "parent" ASP call; the higher the
Voo of a HSF call, the higher Is the Volt 	 the p+, p Coll

made from It, This suggests that the Increased V oo of DSF
cells Is directly related to a photovoltage generated at their
p+, p back surface junctions. It should be noted that BS 
calls have higher values of Voc than conventional calls of
equal resistivity even at very low Illumination levels and,
correspondingly, vary low Injection levels, The higher Voc
cannot, therefore, be an effect dependent upon hlydt level in-
jection,

As shown In Table II, Voc values of 0.6 volt were ob-
tained In 100 fl-cm DSF cells equal to the maximum values
obtained In 100-cm DSF cells. Titus, a mechanism exists
which makes the Voc of the DSP cell Independent of butt m-
slstivlty.

Solid state voltage generators have characteristic Voc-
temperature- coefficients. As shown In Table 114 the Voc
temperature coefficient of n +, p cells III 	 that le,
Von decreases as temperature Increases, wharens Unit of
p+, p cells Is positive. The temperature coefficients of both
typos of call Increase Willi Increasing resistivity, The data
Indicate that fur the DSF, n+, P, P +, cell, the coefficient of
the back p+, p junction adds to the coefficient of the front
n +, p junction to give high resistivity DSF cells an advanta-
goo,%, unusually low Vee temperature coefficient. Those
results further substantiate the concept that the p +, p junction
functions as a voltage generator within the HSF cell.

in 1053, Hrattain published a theory for p+, p and n +, n
junction photovoltagas (6). Basically, a photovoltago Is pos-
elblo because of tho difference In Fermi level between the
p+, and p regions, In conformanco with this concept, it has
been observed, In production (2), that tint maximum Voc
values of HSF cells made with boron diffused it regions are
approximately 10 mV hlghor than those of DSF cells made
with aluminum diffused p+ regions. This observation was
originally made by the authors on small numbers of Inborn-
tory made calls. It Is presumed that tho higher solubility of
boron in sitcon as compared to aluminum yields a greater
Fermi level difference for boron diffused cells.

The effects of changes In the Fermi level difference
across the p+, p junction can be used to explain the unique
Voc characteristic of 13SF coils, Table IV points out the
changes in Fermi-level-difference, AF, which theoretically
occur as the "p" bulk resistivity of cells is Increased. A
decrease in AF theoretically should result In a decrease of
Von for any junction. Considering the a +, p call, as "p" bulk
resistivity Is Increased, AF Is decreased, and, correspond-
ingly, Voo will decrease. As Illustrated, the 1000-cm n + p
call has a lower Voo, 0.48 volt, than the 0. 55 volt Voc of
the 10 0-em n +, p call. however, for p+, p cells, the in-
crease in "p" bulk resistivity produces an increase In AF
and an increase In Voc, Table IV illustrates hypothetically
that, by addition of Voc values at the back, p+, p, junction
and the front, n +, p, junction, we can account for the Voc
values of 13SF cots being independent of resistivity. In an

analogous manner, the Independence of Voo tomporaturo-
coefficient and built resistivity of 13SP coils can be accounted
for,

A comprehensive thoory for DSF calls must account for
the additional unique Von characteristic of such calls Illus-
trated In Table V. 13SP cells were made from welfare taken
from die same region of an Ingot using a selected aluminum
p+ process to yield maximum V oc values. Equal, high Voc
values were obtained for all duo calls made Irrespective of
call thickness, In the thickness range Investigated of o, 010
to 0.033 Inch. Similarly, high Voc values were obtained In
10 ;tin thick cells (5). Title complete Independency of Voc
and coil thickness over such a largo thickness range does not
appear consistent with any mechanism Involving movement of
generated minority carriers to create a back junction photo-
voltage. It Is therefore proposed that the p+, p junction
photoveltage Is generated by majority carrier collection, as
depleted In Fig. 2, Tho difference In hole concentration bo-
tweon the P+ and p regions of the ASP cell resuks In diffusion
of holes from the p+ region Into the "p" region. A depletion
region and associated equilibrium hole density am estab-
llshed, Under Illumination, electron-hole pairs are goner
ated, primarily at the front of the bu gs. Most of the gener-
ated excess electrons leave the butt by being collected at the
n+p junction, Excess holes cannot cross the n +p junction be-
cause the n+ region constitutes it 	 barrier. The presence
of the unbalanced excess holes In the built disturbs the equi-
librium at the p+p junction and a balancing flow of holes Into
the P+ region (hole collection) takes place. Figure 2 depicts
the photovoltage mechanism In its simplest form. It Is rec-
ognized that the bulk constitutes a feedback element between
the front and rear junctions, therefore tho voltage and cur-
rents at both junctions must be Interrelated (7) The volt-
ages and currents am also dependant upon ilia properties of
each element of the call In accordance with semiconductor
theory.

Although a comprehensive theory has, as yet, not been
formulated, sufficient information has been gathered to apply
ASP effects effectively. The advanmges of using high resis-
tivity silicon for cells are Improved, stable characteristics
for very shallow junctions and Increased radiation damage
resistance, as repbrlad many years ago (8), However, the
then known penalties preventing the use of high resistivity
silicon were low Voc, high bulk aeries resistance, and high
Voc lompemture-coefficient (8). This Is pointed out In Ta-
ble VI. Since the Voc and Voc temperature-coefficient of
BSP cells are Improved and independent of resistivity and
thickness, It Is now possible to maim very high resistivity
thin calls having high quality extremely shallow junctions and
high initial efficiency. Furthermore, such cells can have
Improved high temperature performance and radiation dam-
age resistance. The achievement of V aa values of approxi-
mately 0.6 volt and high vs q ues of Ise for 10 µm thick calls
(5) opens up now horizons for attaining high efficiency, ex-
tremelythin, low cost chemical vapor deposited, CVD, cells.

Thus, ASP effects permit a new latitude In solar call
design.
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CONCLUSION TABLE II. - Vac CORRELATION

Tho empirical study of BSF cell fabrication and charac- n+ p p+ -, p+ p

teristias has revealed several unique properties of such (100 n-cm, 10-mil thick.(
culls as well as the fabrication controls necessary to optl-
mlze call performance. 	 Possible mechanisms for BSF call Coll	 VOW 
behavior have been considered In the light of observations +	 +	 +100 R-emmade, mtd It Is concluded that a photovoltago Is generated at n , P, P	 P r P

the p+, p back Junction of the toll.	 Several limitations In 443-3	 0.526	 0.038
solar Coll design have bean removed by the advent of the BSF 443-2	 .540	 .038
call.	 Removal of these limitations has made It possible to 441-2	 .587	 .040
fabricate high efficiency thin calls from high resistivity elll- 457-2	 .602	 063
con.	 The advantage of this for space application Iles In Im- 457-3	 1606	 .004
provoment Lf radiation damage resistance and reduction In
weight, whereas, for terrestrial applications, low cost-high 10 fl-cm	 0, 6 Max.

efficiency cells am achievable. 	 It Is also possible that do-
volopment and control of BSF processing may result in the TABLE III. -Vaa TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS

highest efficiencies being obtained from high resistivity BSF Resistivity, R-em	 10	 100
calls.

CCU typo	 Temperature coefficient, mV/`0
REFERENCES n+ p	 -2,3	 -2.6 '.

1. J. Mandolkorn and J, 11. Lamneck, "Conference Record P+, P	 +0.14&0.002	 40.05&0.06
of the Ninth IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists Conference, " n+, P, p+	 -2,1510.02	 -1, 9&0, 01
p. 66, May 1072,

2. Final Report, Contract NAS3-17350, Spectrolab, Inc., TABLE IV, - FERMI LEVEL DIFFERENCE, AF, AND Von
NASA CR-134740, Fob, 1975,

3. M. Wolf, "Research for the Improvement of Silicon Solar
AP+— Voe 1

--Efficiency," NASA Grant NGL 39-010-001, Jan. 1071. n+ p	 p+ p	 n+ ' p+ _

4, M. P. Godlowski, C. R. Ramona, and II, W. Bmndhorst,
As "p" resistivity }, AF 	 1	 }

Jr., "Conference Record of the Tenth IEEE Photovol-
talc Specialists Conference," p, 207, Nov. 1973. Vaa	 i	 t	 No change

5. J. Mandelkom, J. H, Lamnoek, and L. R, Scudder, i,lnereases,	 1 Decreases
"Conference Record of the Tenth IEEE Photovoltaic
Specialists Conference," p. 207, Nov. 1073, +p p+ p	 n+ p p+a

6, J. H. Brattain and C. G. B. Caratt, "Annals of Now York
10 R-cm	 0.55	 (1.060	 0.6

Academy of Science, 11 68, 951, 1954, Vaa
300 0-cm	 .48	 .120	 .0

7. J. Mandclkorn and J. H. Lamneck, J. of Appl. Phys. ,
44, 4785, Oct, 1973. TABLE V. - MAXIMUM V aa VERSUS

S. J. Mandolkorn, of al., "Proceedings of the Fourth THICKNESS OF BSF CELLS
Photovoltaic Speciallsl Conference, " Vol, 1, p, A-6-1,
June 1964. Thickness,	 Voo'

mils	 V+
TABLE 1. - V	 OF p, p CELLS

O0 a0.4	 0,694
Bulk resistivity,	 Thickness,	 Vac, 10.5	 .601

2-cm	 mils	 mV 16.5	 .603
24.0	 .603 `,{

10	 i :	 5- 10 33.0	 .696 i,
100	 Ci	 64

aEpitaxlal cell (5). -ii	 74
90	 91 a
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TABLE VI, - THE SIGNIFICANCE OF BSF EFFECTS

Coll characteristic "p" Bulk requirement Conventional cell
penalty

Lightweight Thin	 Low efficiency
Low cost Extremely thin	 Very low effi-

ciency

Increased	 ,dlution Illgh resistivity	 Low efficiency

resistance 1110i temperature
coefficient

Best Junction Iiigh resistivity	 Low efficiency

"A" value llightemperature
coefficient

Stable Junction Illgtt resistivity	 Low efficiency
"A" value Illgh temperature

coefficient

Low temperature Low resistivity	 Poor Junctions
coefficient High radiation

damngc

Low Ise

Low series reels- Low resistivity	 Poor Junctions

tance Iligh radiation

damage
Low Ise

BSF effects — thin-high resistivity cello; high efficiency,

low temperature coefficient, high radiation resistance,
stable junction, best Junction "A" value, super blue response.
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Figure 1. - Fabrication of p +, p cells.
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Figure 2. - Mechanism for generation of voltages
In n +, p, P+ cells.
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